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Key vocabulary that is used daily.
EYFS
number
more
less/fewer
add
subtract
whole
part
First
Next
Then

KS1
whole
Part
more/less
addition
plus
subtraction
grouping
multiplication
Partitioning

KS2
Partitioning
Addend and sum
Minuend and subtrahend
Exchange or regrouping
Dividend and divisor
Quotient
Multiplicand and multiplier
Factors and products
operation
inverse operation
commutative law



Questioning
Here are some example questions that can 
be used when helping your children.

Here are some sentence stems for children 
to use. This is important for them to explain 
their understanding and how they solved 
the mathematical problem.

• Can you explain this to me?
• What key words helped you solve this 

problem?
• Can you imagine if.....?
• Could you have solved this in a different 

way?
• Which strategy did you use?
• Show me another way.
• Can you prove your answer is right in 

pictures/words/using resources?



Fact Fluency
It is important that all children are secure with their number facts to be successful 
in mathematics.

Lower KS2KS1



Calculation policy
Here are some of the methods that we use in school. It is important for children to 
become familiar secure in a range of methods when solving a problem. Go to the 
White Rose website or our Deer Park School website to be able to download the 
full copy of these useful documents.

https://whiterosemaths.com/resources/primary-resources/primary-sols/




Useful websites
TTRS (KS2) - using the school log in.
Numbots (KS1)- using the school log in.

BBC Bitesize has a range of games for across the curriculum, but the KS1 
Maths game "Karate Cats" and the KS2 Maths game "Guardians: Defenders 
of Mathmatica" come highly recommended.

Oxford Owl has a range of interactive games and activities you can filter by 
age.

Mathsisfun has stratey games such as Connect 4, Chess and Checkers. It is 
also a good website for vocabulary checking using its mathematical 
dictionary.

Mathsbot has great online manipulatives to access at home.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z6vg9j6
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/kids-activities/fun-maths-games-and-activities/
https://www.mathsisfun.com/
https://mathsbot.com/manipulativeMenu

